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Union Actions

The Basic Acts of the 2021-2027 DG HOME Funds

“To complement the implementation of the policy objective of the Fund at national level through Member States’ programmes, the Fund should also provide support for actions at Union level. Such actions should serve overall strategic purposes within the scope of intervention of the Fund in relation to policy analysis and innovation, transnational mutual learning and partnerships, and the testing of new initiatives and actions across the Union.”
Thematic Facility—opportunities in 2023-2025

Union actions

- They are established by the annual work programme, published on the DG HOME page – AMIF-Work Programme 2023-2025_en.pdf (europa.eu)

- They are implemented through open Calls for proposals, direct awards, contribution agreements or tenders;

The priorities under the current Thematic Facility will be split in two calls

- First AMIF Call in January 2023 – Published on the 17th of January;

- Second AMIF call – estimated in Q3-Q4 2024
Call currently published– 6 topics

• Five topics for Integration

1. Promoting community sponsorship schemes and integration of persons in need of protection

2. Integration and inclusion at regional and local level

3. Support to integration in education of migrant children and young adults

4. Multi-stakeholder initiatives for migrant integration into the labour market

5. Promoting complementary pathways linked to education and/or work

• Transnational actions for protection of children in migration;
Call currently published

• Significant budget foreseen – EUR 40 Million
• The call will be open for a 4 months to enable extensive participation – deadline 16th May 2023
• Award foreseen for Q3 2023 – projects to start in Q1 2024
• Proposals are submitted electronically through the Funding and tender page
• You need to register on the Participant Register and have an EU login

Available information at - [How to participate (europa.eu)](https://www.europa.eu)
Other priorities announced for 2023-2025

• Publication foreseen for Q3-Q4 2022
• Significant budget foreseen – similar to 2023 call
• Priorities to be launched in 2024:
  1. Support measures for migrant women’s integration
  2. Improving digital skills among migrants
  3. Access to healthcare
Applying to DG HOME Calls for proposals

WHO can apply?

• Public bodies (State or federal authorities, local public bodies)
• Non-profit making private entities (associations, education and research organisations)
• Profit making private entities (including non-public implementing agencies, industrial or service/consultant companies)
• International organisations

The list may be further restricted in each call!

In particular, some categories may be not eligible or only eligible as co-applicant

ALWAYS check in the call type of applicants allowed for each topic! One ineligible partner rejects the entire proposal
Applying to DG HOME Calls for proposals

Further considerations

Limited funding + high number of request = Strong competition

• Participate in the Info sessions (recording available here)
• Check the FAQ for additional clarifications
• Pay particular attention to all aspects of the application - including eligibility
• Make your proposal as targeted as possible to the topic – relevance is fundamental!
• Take into account all award criteria – they are mentioned in the Call text with their weighting
Applying to DG HOME Calls for proposals

- Involving applicants from more Member States than the minimum number identified;
- With broad geographical scope from diverse regions across the EU;
- Involving key actors, such as public authorities (local, regional and/or national), economic and social partners, employers, service providers in the relevant areas;
Thank you